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Abstract 
 

The derivation of common clause-type constructions like negation, interrogation  (involving wh-

elements) and declarativity (including sentences that involve topics) is a universal of sentence 

structure that involves a number of functional elements/items for the expression of negation, 

interrogation, or declarativity, cross-linguistically. However, as the present study on the derivation 

of syntactic word order (including subject-verb agreement configurations) in Arabic varieties 

shows, such functional elements/items can take a particular functional dimension within the 

functional domain they are part of. This study relies on sample examples from the literature on 

Arabic (the standard variety in particular, but also other varieties such as Tunisian Arabic and 

Moroccan Arabic – see Jouini, (2014) for typical sentences from these varieties) to demonstrate 

how functional elements can project as functional nodes or be merged as head or specifier (Spec) 

elements in the structure of sentences. In the inflectional domain of sentences – or Inflectional 

Phrase (IP) –, variation in subject-verb agreement configurations in Arabic rests on the premise 

that a Subject node variably projects giving rise to differing subject-verb agreement 

configurations. The same is true of the projection of the complementizer domain of sentences – or 

Complementizer Phrase (CP) – in Arabic, which splits into dedicated functional nodes in the 

standard variety of Arabic, but not in the modern spoken dialects. These differences in the 

projection of the IP-CP continuum establish functional relations upon which agreement and 

movement operations are derived and such notions as ‘topic’, ‘subject’ and ‘focus’ can be 

represented at the interface.  
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